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Their product range includes adsorption, refrigerant, 

desiccant and membrane dryer technologies for general 

commercial and industrial applications. Specialised 

requirements for medical, dental and breathing-air operation 

are also covered with their Hi-Zorb point-of-use desiccant 

dryers incorporating both filtration and energy control 

technologies. Adsorption dryers in their range include the 

HBP-ZL heat regeneration units with zero air-loss qualities. 

These offer touch-screen control with -70°C and

-40°C dewpoints, while also providing heat recovery and 

heat-of-compression energy-saving options. Their HPSA 

(heatless pressure swing adsorption) dryers offer -70°C, 

-40°C and -25°C dewpoints with AEMS dewpoint control 

and approval of food industry applications. Their membrane 

technology dryers do not require an electrical supply, ideal 

for remote site applications where clean, dry air can be 

provided in the absence of a power supply. Their latest 

Tundra range of refrigerant air dryers incorporate direct 

energy technology delivering a constant +3°C dewpoint. An 

efficient single cell heat exchanger and zero loss condensate 

removal ensures minimum running costs.

To support their policy of providing a ‘one-stop’ filtration 

service to industry, Hi-line also offer a wide range of high 

performance, replacement filter elements/cartridges. 

With over 147,000 high-quality alternative versions of 

filtration elements in their range, many well known branded 

products can be matched or even out-performed with 

the replacement cartridges fitting into existing housings 

without any modifications being required. Alternative 

carbon bag maintenance kits can also be supplied to suit 

other manufacturers products including Beko Condensate 

Systems Ltd, Domnick Hunter Ltd, Hankinson Ltd, Ultrafilter 

Ltd, Zander UK Ltd and Wortmann GmbH.

Their product range also includes individual accessories 

and separators for oil, air and water as well as Nitrogen 

generators. The compressed air dryers and filters 

manufactured at their Burton-on-Trent site are produced 

under the Hi-line Total Quality Management System and 

manufactured in accordance with ISO 9002 utilising modern 

materials and practices with work carried out by qualified 

personnel. Hydraulic, process and water filters are also 

available as off-the-shelf products to complement the range 

of compressed air filter elements also available for immediate 

delivery.

Both in-house and mobile service and maintenance facilities 

are also available on a nationwide basis, covering both 

Hi-line and other manufacturers products, utilising ACRIB 

registered engineers approved as ‘safe refrigerant handlers’ 

and operating to higher than F-Gas Regulations.

Air Treatment Equipment Prices Remain Unchanged 
For 4th Consecutive Year

Having built-up a reputation for high performance, energy efficient products, 

Hi-line Industries Ltd now also confirm that prices for their range of air treatment 

products will be held unchanged for the 4th consecutive year.

Further information is available from: Hi-line Industries 

Ltd, 5 Crown Industrial Estate, Oxford Street, Burton 

on Trent, Staffordshire DE14 3PG

Telephone: 01283 533377   |   Fax: 01283 533367               

E-mail: enquiries@hilineindustries.com 

www.hilineindustries.com

The company will continue to offer market-leading 

loading bay equipment and industrial doors under 

two separate brands – Stertil Dock Products and 

Stertil Door Products.

The extensive Stertil Dock Products range 

encompasses cutting-edge loading bay equipment 

including dock levellers, dock seals, dock 

shelters, dock doors and scissor lifts. These are 

complemented by its unique Combilok vehicle 

restraint system plus a number of accessories and 

ancillary equipment such as dock lights and dock 

bumpers. 

Stertil Door Products will focus entirely on its latest 

generation of popular industrial and fast-action 

doors including its RapidRoll, FlexiEdge, M & I 

rubber and Thermadoor ranges.

Full details and latest news about Stertil Dock 

Products and Stertil Door Products can be found on 

the new website – www.stertil.co.uk. The website 

has been designed as a more interactive and user 

friendly interface with early customer feedback 

indicating that it is now easier to find products and 

keep up to date with latest company information.

“Our two new identities more clearly show our 

separate areas of expertise and experience,” says 

Andy Georgiou, General Manager. “Whilst the 

majority of our customers have bought both Dock 

Products and Door Products from us over many 

years, we believe that the change will reinforce our 

unrivalled reputation in our two areas of specialism.”

New Stertil Identities Aim To Improve Customer Interaction
As part of a UK initiative, Stertil Stokvis is now operating as two 

separate identities that more clearly represent its core businesses.

For further information, please contact:

Andrew Georgiou

Stertil UK Limited

Tel: 0870 770 0471

Email: ageorgiou@stertil.co.uk

www.stertil.co.uk
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As of July 1st 2003, it has been mandatory, under 

European law, that any equipment used in a potentially 

explosive atmosphere must conform to specific ATEX 

safety standards. Axair Fans, based in Staffordshire, 

can help to ensure that your fan system complies with 

these standards; supplying a wide range of ATEX rated 

fans, for a wide variety of environments. 

An ATEX fan is required for any application in which there is potential for 

explosive gases or dusts to be present in the environment or air stream. 

Some common examples would be hydrogen fumes from battery charging 

areas, methane gas in sewage treatment works and hazardous dusts in food 

processing plants. ATEX fans must be suitable for the category/zone that are 

they used in and they must also be suitable for the gases, fumes or dusts that 

will be present (For more information refer to The ATEX Directive 94/9/EC).

Axair can supply medium to high pressure centrifugal, axial and in-line duct 

ATEX fans, for numerous duties. They can also provide corrosion resistant 

models for marine applications and ATEX compliant motors with various 

protection principles, including flameproof (EExd), increased safety (EExe) and 

non-sparking (EExn). To discuss a bespoke ATEX solution, contact one of their 

engineers today.

ATEX FANS: LET’S CLEAR THE AIR
Explosive atmospheres can be generated by a number of 
manufacturing processes.

Axair Fans UK Ltd   |   01782 349430   |   www.axair-fans.co.uk

The problem areas were the narrow gaps between 

the main water supply pipes  and their concrete 

supports.

Following recommendations from anti-corrosion 

specialists Winn & Coales (Denso) Ltd they chose to 

use Denso Void Filler to fill these confined areas and 

therefore prevent the risk of corrosion.

Pyeroy Ltd, operating from its Rosyth branch, was appointed by SSE to carry out the 

required work on site. They first used Densyl Mastic, a cold applied self-supporting 

mastic for sealing, filling and caulking applications to seal around the edges of the 

gaps. Denso Void filler, a semi-solid petrolatum compound specially  formulated for 

pumping into voids, was then heated and poured into the gaps between the pipes 

and supports.

Winn & Coales Denso Void Filler is based on a microcrystalline petrolatum                

containing corrosion inhibitors and moisture repellents. It forms a permanently 

flexible medium for the encapsulation and protection of bearings, tendons, stay 

cables, among many other applications. It has been used on a variety of major civil 

engineering projects, including both Severn Bridges.

Winn & Coales (Denso) Ltd, Chapel Road, London, SE27 0TR
Tel: 020 8670 7511.  Fax: 020 8761 2456
e-mail: mail@denso.net    website: www.denso.net

Denso Void Filler Solves Corrosion Traps at 
Sloy Power Station

Scottish and Southern Energy were concerned that a build-
up of moisture in small, difficult to access gaps at Sloy Power 
Station could lead to corrosion. 
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The volume of HGV traffic has greatly increased 
since the bridge was opened in 1971. 
Consequently the existing barriers in the central 
reserve will not provide appropriate levels of 
protection to the bridge towers and cable 
anchorages against impact from the largest 
HGVs.  Similarly, nearside barriers are being 
replaced in this project due to be completed by May this year.
The new barriers were designed by Flint & Neil, specialist bridge consultants.

The work is being carried out for Transport Scotland who appointed Highway Barrier 
Solutions (HBS) as Principal Contractor. Scotland TranServe is the Engineer and 
manage the work. 

The Glasgow branch of Briggs Amasco, specialists in industrial roofing and surface 
waterproofing,  recommended the use of Winn & Coales Densoband  in the 
reinstatement of the road asphalt surface adjoining  the steel posts of the new crash 
barriers. Working in conjunction with Scotland TranServe, Briggs Amasco applied all 
the asphalt reinstatement as well as the Densoband.

Densoband is approved by the Department of Transport in the Manual of Contracts 
7th Edition for use in asphalt wearing course joints for asphalt and asphalt to concrete 
interface as an alternative to the previously commonly used bitumen. Because water, 
salts, pollutants and weed seeds etc cannot penetrate the sealed joint, it remains 
unaffected by extremes of temperature and further deterioration.

Densoband aids Crash Barrier Installation 
on Erskine Bridge

Winn & Coales Densoband has been chosen for use in the installation 
of new crash barriers on the A898 Erskine Bridge, Glasgow.

Winn & Coales (Denso) Ltd, Chapel Road, London, SE27 0TR
Tel: 020 8670 7511.  Fax: 020 8761 2456
e-mail: mail@denso.net    website: www.denso.net

Designed specifically to give total peace of mind to 

clients, AuditStore™ has been developed to ensure that 

all noise measurement data is valid and trustworthy.

This allows Cirrus Research clients to present their 

data with confidence and have the ability to validate 

any results with 100% certainty – crucial in any legal or 

dispute proceedings.

And should the unthinkable happen, AuditStore™  also 

acts as a back-up so any data lost through human or 

technical error can be retrieved easily and in full; with the 

same amount of assurance and accuracy as if it has just 

been recorded.

The software works by taking a selection of the data of 

each measurement and storing it in a separate, secure 

memory that is totally independent of the memory 

card. It includes essential element such as time, date, 

duration, the LAeq, Peak(C) and LAFmax, LA10 and 

LA90 and the overload indicator. In addition to all this, it 

also stores in full the last calibration on the device.

Cirrus Research Marketing Manager James Tingay 

explains: “AuditStore™ acts as the ultimate safety net 

when it comes to keeping your noise data secure, 

verifiable and accessible. It allows you to verify your 

measurements and state that the information being 

presented is true and has not been adjusted in anyway.

“We recently helped a health & safety consultant where all the 

data had been accidentally wiped from his Optimus. Thanks 

to AuditStore™ we were able to retrieve the lost data which 

otherwise would have affected several of his clients.”

AuditStore™ is now fitted on all the Optimus sound level 

meters as standard and comes with a free 12 month 

user licence on all new products from the range. A 

further 3 or 5 year licence can be bought after that time 

to ensure full storage and user access.

OTHER KEY FACTS:

•	 The AuditStore™ memory stores up to 30,000 

measurements at any one time.

•	 Once the memory is full it overrides the oldest 

measurement to ensure the latest data is always 

kept.

•	 AuditStore™ has been included across all the 

Optimus range since April 1, 2012, but it is also 

possible to upgrade firmware from older devices.

•	 AuditStore™ data cannot be manipulated or 

accessed by any other means apart from when 

the licensed user requests a download using 

Cirrus Research’s own NoiseTools™ integrated 

software.

•	 Once AuditStore™ data has been downloaded it 

is encrypted using a secure method and stored 

into a spate database from the main measurement 

information.

Cirrus Research right on the button with its AuditStore™ technology
Cirrus Research is consolidating its reputation as the UK’s leading noise 

measurement experts with the continued development of its AuditStore™ software.

Further information is available at:

www.cirrusresearch.co.uk

The primary reason for the investment was the need 

to clean up relatively inaccessible areas such as silo 

penthouses and internal silo tops/bottoms. 

The system enables centralised collection of waste 

product, therefore removing any health and safety issues 

of machines being moved by personnel up and down 

vertical cat ladders.

198 metres of pipe work and fittings are installed, 

interconnecting 18 hose connection points, serving six 

internal day bins four above and four below with a final 

point in front of the BVC static industrial vacuum cleaning machine located elsewhere. 

The BVC Centurion model Ti80 industrial vacuum cleaner is located in a safe area 

which does not come in contact with the materials being extracted by the system 

and is  powered by a 15 kw motor, the machine is protected by a vacuum relief valve 

which opens when no hoses are attached. 

Displaced air is filtered within the BVC ‘clear flow’ filtration system and particles 

collected within a removable 80 litre bin at the base of the filter chamber with the bin 

provided with a lift and tip facility for emptying. 

BAKERY INVEST IN CLEANING SYSTEM

An East Midlands bakery has invested in a centralised 
vacuum cleaning system designed and manufactured by 
market leaders BVC.

British Vacuum Company - BVC - offer a wide range of industrial vacuum 

cleaners including ATEX and Type H machines, for more information please 

visit: www.bvc.co.uk
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Cold forming is a metal manufacturing process that 

not only cuts waste but improves the integrity of 

component parts, says Mark Jennings, Engineering 

Director at Dawson Shanahan.

Material costs for manufacturers of metal 

components remain a major concern, but there 

are now an increasing number of options available 

with which to cut costs and achieve a more efficient 

and sustainable manufacturing programme.  With 

environmental legislation rising high on the agenda 

and an increasingly discerning customer base when 

it comes to sustainability, manufacturing companies 

should consider the significant cost reductions that 

can be brought by cold forming, especially since 

they bring benefits that are not only ecological but 

financial.  The best way to start when cutting back 

on waste and inefficiency is to go for the largest 

targets and reducing waste metal is a good place 

to start.

Cold forming

Cold forming is a manufacturing process by which 

metal is shaped without removing material.  A simple 

blank (either sawn or cropped from a round bar or 

wire or as a cold headed pre-form) is placed within a 

die and a punch is pressed into the blank at ambient 

temperature. The blank then takes on the form of the 

punch and the die.  Put more simply, cold-forming is 

making a shape from material at room temperature, 

just like Plasticine when it is pushed into a mould.  

With appropriate force and cold forming technique, 

materials such as copper, aluminium, brass and 

even stainless steel can be formed to the required 

shape.  

In cold forming, the metal is stretched beyond its 

yield strength, so that it takes on and retains the 

exact shape of the mould, but without adversely 

affecting the grain structure.  Unlike conventional 

machining, where the material removal processes 

cut across the grain structure of each part, cold 

forming allows the grain structure of the material 

to follow the contours of the die or mould.  As a 

result, the strength of the part is maximised along 

its length, while internal surfaces take on a highly 

polished finish.   

This process can cut production costs without 

sacrificing the quality of components.  Indeed, 

cold forming offers not only big material savings 

but also an enhanced surface finish and improved 

mechanical characteristics.  And because it retains 

the integrity of the metal, while also producing parts 

with highly polished surfaces, the performance of 

a component can be improved dramatically.  Along 

with producing simple, high volume components 

like fasteners, cold forming is now increasingly 

used to produce precision components in, for 

example, laser and Plasma applications where 

cold-formed consumables can improve performance 

and significantly reduce costs compared to 

conventionally machined CuTe consumables.  

Thanks to cold forming, up to 80% material 

savings can be achieved, as well as time and costs 

saved that would otherwise have been incurred 

by machining. It can also aid product designers 

to produce complex geometric forms very quickly 

without the need for long machining cycles.

With growing demands from industry, combined 

with the need to reduce wastage rates and energy 

consumption for both economic and environmental 

reasons, an increasing number of manufacturers are 

adopting the method of producing components via 

cold forming. For those who are striving to maintain 

a profit margin in the face of high material costs, 

cold forming offers the opportunity to achieve a 

major reduction in costs simply by avoiding the 

waste of the precious metal they buy.

Working Without Waste
In the quest for ever greater sustainability, manufacturing 

companies are looking to make savings every which way 

without compromising quality.

Dawson Shanahan Limited

Cranborne Industrial Estate, Potters Bar, 

Herts EN6 3JN

Tel: +44 (0) 1707 602 000

Email: info@dawson-shanahan.co.uk

Web: www.dawson-shanahan.co.uk
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Reactive maintenance is here defined as all 

maintenance work that was scheduled less than 20 

hours before it was executed.

It makes sense that there is a strong correlation 

between safety incidents, injuries and reactive 

maintenance. In a reactive situation you might not 

take the time you should to plan and think before 

you take action. The urgency also call out the so 

common hero in maintenance crafts people and they 

take risks they should not take.

During Pima’s conference in New York June 2003 a 

speaker referred to a study done by one of the major 

Pulp and Paper companies; they had concluded 

that it was 28% more likely to have an incident when 

maintenance work was reactive versus planned and 

scheduled before execution.

Because of the strong correlation between reactive 

maintenance and safety incidents and injuries 

I suggest that organizations use this as a key 

performance indicator. To measure it will drive down 

both safety incidents and the volume of reactive 

maintenance. This in turn will result in increased 

quality production throughput and consequently 

lower maintenance costs.

Since December 2003 we have done a survey on 

the relationship between reactive maintenance and 

safety incidents. In mid January we can show the 

following empirical data. Please go to www.idcon.

com to participate in this survey. Click on “Monthly 

Survey” to answer three simple questions.

In mid January the results shows that 66% of all 

respondents estimated that more than 60% of all 

safety incidents occurred when a maintenance 

job was executed as reactive. This data include 

respondents from many industries. Pulp and Paper 

Industry represented 36% of all respondents. 

Safety and Reactive Maintenance
by Christer Idhammar

It is a well known phenomenon that many 

maintenance improvement initiatives are too 

short lived to generate the substantial results 

that are possible. One of the major reasons for 

this is the mobility of top management and the 

new initiatives that then follow. This disrupts and 

confuses organizations and after many repetitions 

of the above people loses faith in the longevity of 

the initiative and will only pretend to implement 

improvements.

According to the Pulp and Paper Safety Association 

www.ppsa.org the Total Case Incident Rate per 100 

employees and year (TCIR) have gone down from 

8.92 in 1990 to 3.05 in 2002, and if we go back 

twenty years the results are more impressive.

Why have the industry produced these results? 

It is not through better planning and scheduling 

of maintenance, because that is still not being 

done much better than 1990. I think the answer 

is that safety has had a long term focus without 

constant changes even when top management 

changes. Another important reason is that it is 

being measured and there is a positive or negative 

consequence depending on the results.

My message is that to go the next step in reducing 

TCIR an important tool is much improved planning 

and scheduling of maintenance. It is too important to 

ignore and it does not cost much money to improve.

To help me do a better job at addressing the right 

things in this column I welcome input from the 

readers, please send ideas to info@idcon.com

Christer Idhammar

Founder and Executive 

Vice President

IDCON INC,  Raleigh 

NC,  USA

www.idcon.com

Reference IDCON Safety/Reactive 

maintenance Survey as of 2004-01-15
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Drives, motors, hydraulic power packs and actuators 

are too easily forgotten until something goes wrong. 

This reactive approach to maintenance and servicing 

fails to predict problems and leaves industry at the 

mercy of production downtime, much of which can 

be easily avoided.

To be fair, some industries are better than others. 

The print industry, for example, is usually a very 

close monitor of its drive and motor equipment 

because downtime is exceptionally costly. An hour’s 

lost production of a national newspaper will usually 

mean the printer picks up the entire cost of that 

nights print run.

This approach to Hydraulic System and Electrical 

drive maintenance and servicing needs to be 

embraced much wider. I would recommend an 

annual or at least bi-annual health check for a 

Hydraulic and Electrical System, ideally as part of 

a preventive maintenance programme. This regime 

of regular checking should include external sensors 

and couplings for damage and visual checking for 

signs of clogging and leakage with filters, valves, 

pipes and hoses, cylinders and heat exchangers.

The exterior of a drives cabinet will often offer the 

first clue to the overall health of a panel. In particular, 

the chilling unit can show evidence of where the 

build-up of heat is slowly damaging the drive 

technology. For example, plastic trunking distortion 

or a blocked air filter can potentially be an indication 

of panel overheating or that too many cables have 

been squeezed into a confined space.

It is also important to check the physical 

connections of all drives, motors and power supply 

units for adequate installation and condition. 

Typical problems include trapped encoder signal 

wires or cables with clamps or glands missing. 

It is not uncommon for example to find cabling 

routed through a door aperture which has become 

kinked. This may sound minor, but a trapped cable 

wears much quicker through the external insulation 

allowing coolant or other media to ingress.

One of the most obvious signs of neglect or irregular 

cleaning and maintenance can be a build of dust 

in the cabinet. Dust is the enemy of temperature 

control and a small increase in temperature, which 

could be directly attributable to a blocked filter, 

will prematurely degrade electronic components. 

Blocked intake filters, for example, restrict air flow to 

the drive fan making it work harder and increasing 

the possibility of the drive overheating. 

Temperatures within the panel should also be 

checked. This can be done in one of two ways, 

either with remote temperature monitoring via 

infra-red temperature guns or through the use 

of self-adhesive, maximum temperature storing 

thermometer strips. These strips can be used 

in different areas of the panel to gauge the air 

circulation levels or any condensation issues which 

can affect the electrics.

Similarly, it is important to check the temperatures 

within the main drives using thermal imaging 

photography of main drives enclosures. This 

can help identify further faults, such as loose 

connections or excessive heat within the drive which 

can cause fire.

Hydraulic and Electrical Systems and all the 

associated components are vital pieces of 

equipment, but all-too-often they are forgotten 

about and given little thought until something goes 

wrong. The reality is that, with a little more care and 

attention, uptime can be dramatically improved and 

catastrophic and costly downtime avoided.

GIVE YOUR HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL 
SYSTEMS A HEALTH CHECK

Electrical and Hydraulic Systems need regular check-ups 

in order to maintain peak operational performance.  Paul 

Hickman, an expert in drive technology at Bosch Rexroth, 

says that all-too-often end -users neglect to give these vital 

pieces of equipment the TLC they deserve.

Paul Hickman

01285 863000

http://www.boschrexroth.co.uk 

paul.hickman@boschrexroth.co.uk
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The Maagtechnic Group is a leading European industrial service provider, 

serving OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturers) as well as MRO (Maintenance 

Repair Overhaul) with operating companies in Switzerland, France, Germany 

and the Czech Republic.

 

Maagtechnic is active in the distribution, manufacturing, customising and 

engineering of the following competences:

 

•	 Sealing, rubber and plastics technology

•	 Flow and connection technology

•	 Power transmission and drive technology

•	 Tools, maintenance and safety products

•	  Logistics and e-business solutions.

 

With approximately 580 employees, Maagtechnic realized sales of 

approximately CHF 150 million in 2013.

ERIKS ACQUIRES MAAGTECHNIC GROUP

On 11 February 2014, ERIKS announced having reached 
an agreement with Datwyler to acquire all shares of the 
Maagtechnic Group. This acquisition has been finalised 
successfully on 1 April 2014.

For more information about Maagtechnic please visit:

www.maagtechnic.ch

The company has been regularly contracted to line internal 
surfaces of pipework, tanks and vessels and also injector 
spools with these specialist interior protective coatings, 
following shot blasting to the Swedish Sa 2½ standard near 
white metal.

Cristal Pigments, also of Immingham, is a leading customer 
for Painting and Labour’s services for  protection  of  injector spools,  pipework and process 
tanks. Pretreatment and Archco-Rigidon application of injector spools and pipework was 
carried out at Painting and Labour’s workshop. The specification was as follows:

Following blast cleaning of internal surfaces to Sa 2½, the first coat of Archco- Rigidon 503D 
was applied to approximately 1000 microns. A second coat consisting of Archco-Rigidon 
403D was applied to 1000 microns thickness to achieve an overall thickness of 2000 
microns. A final 250 microns coat of Archco-Rigidon Blue Wax Topcoat was then applied. 
Final thickness readings were taken and full Holiday detection was carried out to ensure 
the work was in line with the specification requirements. Whilst carrying out the lining work 
Cristal Pigments representatives carried out inspections of the processes and reported their 
full satisfaction with the work meeting the specification  requirements.

Painting and Labour also lined two small receiver vessels onsite at Cristal Pigments – one 
of them only required coating with Archco-Rigidon 403D on the bottom dish end after blast 
cleaning. The full vessel specification was: blast cleaning to Sa 2½ followed by multiple 
brush applied coats of Archco-Rigidon 403D to achieve l000 microns overall thickness. On 
completion of lining both vessels were checked for film thickness and Holiday detection 
readings.

Archco-Rigidon Protects Injector Spools, 
Pipework and Vessels

Painting and Labour Ltd of Immingham are long-term users of Winn & Coales 
(Denso) Ltd’s Archco-Rigidon 403D and 503D glass flake vinyl ester coatings.

Winn & Coales (Denso) Ltd, Chapel Road, London, SE27 0TR
Tel: 020 8670 7511     |      Fax: 020 8761 2456
e-mail: mail@denso.net     |     website: www.denso.net

The winner of four consecutive Formula One World 

Champions in both Constructor’s and Driver’s categories, 

Infiniti Red Bull Racing will work with FLIR® – the world’s 

leading supplier of thermal technology – to gather 

temperature data from its 2014 challenger, the RB10.

In the partnership, FLIR will develop solutions using world-

class miniature thermal cameras to provide the Infiniti Red 

Bull Racing team with unique insights into the thermal 

characteristics of their cars’ components and operations.

The introduction of 1.6 liter V6 Turbocharged engines with 

dual energy recovery systems has presented significant 

cooling challenges for all Formula One teams in 2014. 

Managing car temperatures effectively will be a key aspect 

of ensuring reliability, a factor which is expected to play a 

significant role in determining the outcome of this season. 

Commenting on the collaboration, Christian Horner, Team 

Principal of Infiniti Red Bull Racing, said “This year sees the 

most fundamental changes to Formula One in well over a 

decade. The team which is most efficient in gathering the 

relevant data, learning effectively, and adapting accordingly 

will be the one which triumphs in this season of transition. 

The insights which FLIR technology can give us will be 

critical to our understanding of the new car and could give 

us a key edge over our rivals”.

Thermal imaging has become a vital tool for controlling 

thermal management and tire performance. FLIR’s 

background in designing and building military-grade 

hardware will be a crucial factor in making this technology 

work in the harsh environments seen on modern Formula 

One racing.

“This partnership comes at an exciting time for FLIR,” 

said Andy Teich, President and CEO of FLIR. “With the 

launch of our revolutionary Lepton thermal micro-

camera, we see numerous applications for thermal 

technology in the racing world. Also, as we are 

launching several new consumer oriented products 

with this technology, we look forward to the broad 

awareness this relationship will bring. We are thrilled 

to align the FLIR brand and technology with the 

Infinity Red Bull team.”

FLIR Systems is a world leader in the design, manufacture, 

and marketing of sensor systems that enhance perception 

and awareness. FLIR’s advanced systems and components 

are used for a wide variety of thermal imaging, situational 

awareness, and security applications, including airborne 

and ground-based surveillance, condition monitoring, 

navigation, recreation, research and development, 

manufacturing process control, search and rescue, drug 

interdiction, transportation safety, border and maritime 

patrol, environmental monitoring, and chemical, biological, 

radiological, nuclear, and explosives (CBRNE) threat 

detection. 

FLIR Systems Announces Infiniti Red Bull Racing Partnership
FLIR Systems has announced that it has been named an Innovation 

Partner with Infiniti Red Bull Racing.

For more information, visit FLIR’s web site at:

www.FLIR.com.
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 All the Simon Storage UK sites are top tier COMAH 

(Control of Major Accident Hazard) sites due to the 

nature and quantity of the substances they handle. 

The business need

Simon Storage has an extensive network of assets 

including safety critical equipment, non-safety 

critical equipment, primary containment (tanks and 

pipelines) and electrical and mechanical subgroups. 

Managing the health of its assets allows it to 

improve process safety and reduce the risk of major 

accidents, enhance the safety of its employees 

and operate more efficiently and effectively as a 

business.

During 2010, Simon Storage identified the need 

to review the systems being used to monitor and 

maintain their assets across the various terminal 

sites. As a result of the review, it was identified that 

a single common software solution was needed to 

allow a consistent approach to be achieved across 

all sites within the group.

The solution

Mike Cook, Group Technical and Environmental 

Manager explains, “Simon Storage has several 

sites across the UK, each previously operated a 

different CMMS. The systems were decentralised, 

asset schedules were fragmented and group data 

was difficult to gather and evaluate. After a rigorous 

selection process from a number of suppliers, Agility 

was chosen to provide a platform for the group. 

SoftSols approach was to simplify the complexities 

inherent in the original systems and to develop an 

implementation plan to satisfy our specific needs 

both at a group level and on a site-by-site basis.”

“We have been able to develop asset registers 

and schedules, group task details for planned 

preventative maintenance, the recording of 

breakdowns, failure on test and failure on demand 

statistics. The system assists us not only in the 

day-to-day planning of maintenance work but also 

the tracking of major inspection works requiring 

substantial capital.”

Agility Incident Reporting

As part of Simon Storage’s Safety Management 

System, which is required under COMAH 

regulations, any incidents, need to be recorded, 

thoroughly investigated and reported. In 2012, 

Agility’s use was extended to include Incident 

Reporting for Simon Storage. Agility has been linked 

across all sites to give valuable visibility between the 

Maintenance Management and Incident Reporting 

functions.

Across the group, SSL has seen significant savings 

in the administration time associated with Incident 

Reporting across the 8 sites, saving an estimated 

500 working hours per year.

Richard Staples, Operations Manager explains, 

“Working with the professional and dedicated team 

at SoftSols enabled us to tailor an incident reporting 

system to our specific needs. The SoftSols team 

were easy to work with and they fully understood 

what we wanted to achieve. The Incident Reporting 

project has resulted in improved and more efficient 

processes throughout the Simon Storage group.”

The benefits

Within the UK sites there are now 45,000 equipment 

assets in Agility, with approximately 15 data 

entries and a minimum of 2 planned preventative 

maintenance activities scheduled against each, 

giving 765,000 data entries all being managed by 

Agility.

Simon Storage is now able to give particular focus 

to managing safety critical equipment helping 

to comply with the requirements of COMAH. 

The reports generated through Agility give asset 

reporting at both a terminal and group level.

Mike Cook adds, “Agility with SoftSols’ development 

work has provided Simon Storage with the 

necessary tools to demonstrate to the Regulators 

that equipment is being maintained, inspected and 

tested to the appropriate frequencies, in the correct 

manner.The systems transparency at site level 

ensures that work orders are managed according 

to the priorities allocated, whilst the centralisation of 

data enable group statistics to be collated, reviewed 

and monitored with ease.”

Simon Storage have connected the Maintenance 

Management system with Incident Reporting to gain 

insights into potential incident causes and asset 

health. The sites in Germany also use the system 

through a German translation.

Mike Cook comments, “SoftSols staff are 

professional, dedicated individuals with whom we 

have developed good working relations during 

Agility’s implementation. SoftSols have a proven 

ability to simplify a complex problem and to provide 

a bespoke solution to meet our specific needs.”

Simon Storage introduce Agility for Maintenance 
Management and Incident Reporting across European sites

The eight terminals have a combined capacity of 1.28 million m³ 

and together have extensive experience in storing a range of 

hazardous substances including, petrol, gas oil/diesel and 

aviation fuel, and also handling and blending biofuels.

SoftSols Group (EMEA) Limited

Web: www. softsolsgroup.com 

Tel: +44 (0) 1924 200 344

Email: info@softsolsgroup.com
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The building’s existing boilers, which were supplied 

three years ago by a different manufacturer, were 

not performing well enough and the customer was 

looking for a quick, low cost alternative before the 

cold weather set in. 

Ferroli’s solution was quickly and easily put into 

action using four Energy Top B250 floor standing 

condensing boilers in conjunction with a matched 

plate heat exchanger. The Energy Top boilers in 

modular format are easy to install due to their 

cabinet design already incorporating the gas and 

hydraulic flow and return manifolds and boiler duty 

pumps.  The inbuilt sequence controller meant the 

boilers could be linked together without the need 

for expensive external sequence controls. Ferroli 

was able to offer all of this from its well-stocked 

warehouse facility in the Midlands. 

The boilers were collected by WTG Heating on the 

Wednesday of the same week and were installed 

and fully functioning by the Thursday morning. This 

temporary installation of 909kW was set up outside 

in the car park of the building where, despite the 

incessant rain, the condensing Energy Top boilers 

have continued to perform perfectly thanks to their 

aluminium construction. The compact boilers have 

impressed with their small footprint and superb 

performance and may now be installed permanently 

in a smaller plantroom than was previously required 

for the old boilers.

Ferroli’s ability to offer expert advice, despatch 

flexibility and bespoke after-sales support meant the 

building was quickly up to temperature with little or 

no disruption to the end user. The customer was 

amazed that the compact new Ferroli boilers were 

able to do the same job as the massive boilers they 

had replaced and heat such a large building so 

efficiently.

Ferroli Energy Top Boilers Impress In 
Temporary Hire Installation

Ferroli received an urgent phone call one Monday morning 

from customer WTG Heating, which specialises in providing 

temporary boiler installations, with a request for central 

heating boilers that could provide 1MW of heat to a 16 storey 

building in Sidcup, Kent.

Ferroli Limited 

Lichfield Road 

Branston Industrial Estate 

Burton-upon-Trent

Staffordshire 

DE14 3HD 

Tel: 0843 479 4790

Email: sales@ferroli.co.uk 

Web: www.ferroli.co.uk
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After 45 years of continual development and 

improvement, Byworth believes its MX range of 

reverse flame boilers to be unrivalled in its class.

The MX range can be purchased as a standalone 

unit or as part of a complete packaged skid-

mounted system.

Skid-Mounted Boiler Units

Built with the customer in mind, the pre-assembled 

units are  supplied  with all the essential boiler 

accessories needed  to make a complete system. 

Byworth’s Skid-Mounted Boiler Units save you time 

and money by having all interconnecting piping 

completed in our works, before delivery. 

Available range of MX boilers as a complete skid unit 

are: 250 – 1500kg/hr

The benefits

Each unit has been designed to have the 

smallest footprint possible without compromising 

maintenance access. The skids can be built as 

either left-or-right-handed versions allowing them to 

be positioned tight against a wall or even in a corner. 

Additionally, each skid unit can be lifted by forklift or 

crane. 

The skid units are particularly suited to those new to 

steam, coming as they do with all of the necessary 

ancillaries and pre-packed by the manufacturer for 

minimum of hassle.

Typical industries include:

•	 Bakery

•	 Chemical

•	 Dairy

•	 Distillery/Brewery

•	 Food	manufacturer

•	 Laundry	

•	 Packaging

•	 Pharmaceutical

•	 Public	Institutions

•	 Textiles

Key info:

•	 Skid unit can be fitted with MX range 

boilers, 250-1500kg/hr

•	 Skid unit contents: Feed tank, 

Blowdown tank, Water Softener, 

Chemical Treatment, all interconnecting 

piping and wiring and a range of 

optional extras

•	 2 years warranty (5 year warranty on 

pressure vessels)

•	 Finance options available

•	 Ultra compact

•	 Reduced project lead time

•	 The confidence of an OEM 

manufactured product

Steam…Condensed
West Yorkshire based Byworth Boilers supply high quality 

steam boilers to suit all industrial applications.

Byworth’s skid packages are extremely competitively 

priced and available in as little as 8 weeks so give 

them a call today to enquire about your new steam 

system.

Further packaged solutions

Byworth’s product offering encompasses a range 

of boiler housing options. This includes packaged 

boiler houses and portal frame buildings. 

Similar to the skid, all appropriate equipment is 

incorporated onto the finished plant room unit 

with all interconnecting electrical and mechanical 

services. Packaged boiler houses are suitable for 

any boiler up to and including 6000kg/hr, whereas, 

portal frame buildings have no limit on building 

size or boiler size and is well suited to multi boiler 

installations.

Byworth Boilers provides end-to-end service, 

from initial consultation and design through to final 

installation and commissioning. Our maintenance 

personnel are trained to the highest standards 

and are backed by comprehensive insurance. 

All Byworth brand products are manufactured 

exclusively in the UK.

Byworth Boilers Limited

Parkwood Boiler Works, Parkwood Street, 

Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD21 4NW, UK

t: 01535 665225

w: byworth.co.uk
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Here, Alex Parkinson, Commercial Sales 

Manager for CHP at Bosch Commercial and 

Industrial Heating, evaluates the pros and cons of 

multiple module CHP systems vs single module 

arrangements:

“With CHP still generally viewed as something of 

an emerging technology, discussions around the 

best design practices are still ongoing. As far as 

this is concerned, there appears to be differences 

of opinion across the industry with regard to 

when cascades of multiple CHP modules, and 

single module systems should be used. Generally 

speaking, the conclusions lie in the assessment of 

three key areas. 

Installation cost

“When it comes to the time and cost involved in the 

installation of a CHP system, a suitably-sized single 

module inevitably boasts the fewest complications 

and subsequently, the most cost-effective 

installation. The delivery and installation of one 

module means that only one set of gas, electrical, 

BMS, and flow/return connections needs to be 

made, and only one meter required. As a result, the 

installation and commissioning procedure ought to 

be relatively straightforward.

Plant Space

“As with any commercial or industrial heating and 

hot water technology, an investment in CHP will have 

spatial implications and as a result, careful planning 

of the plant room layout will be required. Naturally, 

one of the major drawbacks of a system comprising 

of multiple CHP modules is that more plant space is 

generally required. The physical dimensions of each 

CHP module isn’t the only logistical consideration to 

be made here either, as each module will generally 

require a connecting buffer vessel and a certain 

amount of clearance to be able to operate to its 

design potential.

Load mapping

“The most effective way to design a CHP system is 

to align the electrical output as closely as possible 

with the load of the application. Whilst the advantage 

of a CHP cascade is the ability to track electrical 

load to a lower output in the event of a reduction in 

demand, this can also prove to jeopardise efficiency 

levels. Ultimately, the full benefit is only realised when 

the number of hours that the system runs at full load 

is maximised, so having modules within a cascade 

tracking electrical load to lower outputs shouldn’t 

necessarily be seen as a desirable option.

“As an alternative, a single module system can, if 

the manufacturer’s product specification allows, 

modulate both electrically and thermally to 50 per 

cent of the load. While this level may not be as large 

a reduction as with a three module cascade for 

example, having a system designed to modulate for 

long periods is not a strong design scenario as the 

cost generally far outweighs the benefit.

“Although it is usually possible to meet the 

requirements of an end-user with the design and 

installation of a single or multiple CHP system, 

it is important to consider the advantages and 

limitations of each approach beforehand. Recent 

industry trends suggest that there is a tendency for 

consultants and contractors to favour a cascade of 

multiple units; however a single CHP module can 

often be a more attractive proposition – especially 

when it comes to installation and maintenance 

costs. As the range of CHP outputs offered by 

manufacturers continues to grow, stakeholders 

will be able to benefit from greater versatility and 

assurance that a single module can be sized 

according to the thermal base load of a project.

“Ultimately, the aim for the investor is to have a 

system in place which maximises efficiency levels 

and offers a favourable payback period.”

CHP: CAN LESS REALLY BE MORE?
When it comes to the specification and subsequent installation 

of Combined Heat & Power (CHP) modules, a great deal of 

discussion is often centred around system design and sizing.

For more information on Bosch Commercial 

and Industrial Heating, its range of CHP 

modules, and customer support packages, 

visit www.bosch-industrial.co.uk
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The facility, at the Nissan Motor Manufacturing UK 

plant in Sunderland, replaces an existing caustic 

wash unit and features both a Lanemark TX gas 

fired immersed tube heating system and a bespoke 

tank and lid design – configured to meet the precise 

requirements of the customer.  

“We have manufactured a fully insulated dip tank 

measuring some 3m x 1.7m in footprint and with 

an overall height of 1.5m,” comments Lanemark 

Director Jeff Foster, “and which also includes a 

hinged lid that is connected to an integral fan 

assisted extraction system.  This is designed to 

remove fumes and vapours from the process, 

whether the lid is closed or when the lid is opened 

to its full extent of almost 90°, with flexible duct 

Nissan Jig And Grid Floor Cleaning Facility Gains From 
Lanemark Process Heating And Tank Installation Design

The process gas burner expertise that is central to the leading 

reputation of Lanemark International Ltd., is now seen in 

conjunction with the company’s tank design and installation 

capability at a refurbished facility for one of the UK’s leading 

automotive manufacturing organisations.

connections to the extraction system operating in 

conjunction with the hinge arrangement.”

The caustic wash facility, located ahead of a rinse 

tank, features a Lanemark TX30 gas fired immersed 

tube heating system.  This comprises a 150 kW 

burner firing through the wall of the tank into a 

3-inch multi-pass, immersed tube heat exchanger.  

“A four pass heat exchanger is designed into the 

tank construction – along the length and one end 

of the tank,” continues Jeff Foster, “which in turn 

connects to an extraction fan that pulls the products 

of combustion through the system.  Both this 

exhaust fan and the lid extraction system are then 

connected to a duct system to the exterior of the 

building.” 

The installation at the refurbished Nissan facility 

is central to the operation of a number of painting 

lines that require a series of regular maintenance 

operations to be carried out.  This includes the 

cleaning of components – such as jigs, grid floor 

panels and walkway sections – all of which pass 

through the caustic dip tank facility.   Reliable 

cleaning performance is thus a vital and continuous 

requirement, with the accuracy of Lanemark’s 

TX gas fired immersed tube heating technology 

making an important contribution in this regard – an 

operating temperature of between 98°C and 100°C 

is consistently maintained.  Moreover, the Lanemark 

TX gas fired immersed tube heating system operates 

in excess of 80% efficiency – of particular relevance 

in terms of both process performance and operating 

costs. 

“The name of Nissan is associated with high volume, 

high quality automotive production worldwide 

and thus we are fully aware of the company’s 

commitment to manufacturing processes of the 

highest standards,” concludes Jeff Foster.  “We 

believe the decision to specify our equipment in 

this context pays testimony both to its performance 

and to the reliability and consistency that can be 

achieved with our process burner and associated 

tank designs.”

Lanemark International Ltd.

Lanemark House

Whitacre Road

Nuneaton

Warwickshire  

CV11 6BW

Contact : Jeff Foster

Tel : (024) 7635 2000

Fax : (024) 7634 1166

Email : info@lanemark.com          

Website : www.lanemark.com
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Under the programme, the company’s extensive 

range of analogue controlled gas fired burners may 

be retrofitted with a digital conversion package and 

VSD.

The digital burner controller regulates the frequency 

of the power supply to the VSD, which in turn 

controls the rotational speed of the burner’s fan 

motor. This is particularly appropriate for low fire 

regimes, providing greater control of air flow when 

the fan motor speed is slowed and the gas intake 

is reduced for low load operations. The conversion 

can deliver an improvement in the ratio of maximum 

burner output to minimum burner output (turn down 

ratio) of 6:1.

The company claims that the retrofit is capable of 

fuel savings of between 3% and 6%, dependent 

upon the existing control. The digital conversion 

provides for precise actuator positioning and 

repeatability, with the digital servomotor accurate to 

0.1 degree of rotation, for more efficient combustion 

systems.

The conversion also reduces fan motor power 

consumption by up to 50% for further energy 

savings. The reduction in burner on/off cycling 

and the fact that there are no linkages on the 

digital servomotors result in is less wear and tear, 

contributing to longer component life cycles.

G P BURNERS’ DIGITAL CONTROL CONVERSION 
FUELS IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Swindon based combustion equipment manufacturer, 

G P Burners, has launched a digital burner control and 

variable speed drive (VSD) conversion initiative.

G P Burners (CIB) Limited

Unit 2D Hargreaves Road

Groundwell Industrial Estate

Swindon

Wiltshire

SN25 5AZ

UK

Tel: + 44 (0) 1793 709050

Fax:  + 44 (0) 1793 709060

Email: info@gpburners.co.uk

Web: www.gpburners.co.uk
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If undersized for the system load, then steam 

pressure will rapidly decrease thus causing the boiler 

to collapse its steam space, in turn causing low 

water alarms and ultimately burner lockout.

 

To prevent this, the boiler needs to be matched 

correctly to the system steady state demand and 

any short-term peak demands that may occur. In 

short, ensure that the boiler is sized to the system’s 

worst case scenario! 

 

To achieve optimum system steam supply to 

demand ratio, it is important to know what you’re 

trying to achieve. For example what you are heating, 

its mass and the temperature rise you require, over 

which timescales (i.e. how quickly do you need to 

heat your product?) You will also need to consider 

the extra energy required to heat the tank. 

To determine the boiler rating to achieve the required 

steam load, consideration needs to be taken into 

account of the “F&A 100ºC” rating. All steam boiler 

manufacturers use this rating because they must 

take the standard assumption that water evaporates 

at 100ºC and that feed water is 100ºC. 

 

The actual evaporation temperature of water at 

higher pressures is more than 100ºC and the 

amount of condensate return will affect the feed 

water temperature. For example, the evaporation 

temperature of water from a boiler operating at 7 

barg is 170ºC and a low condensate return level 

could see feed water as low as 30ºC. At this point 

you will require steam to heat the feed tank to 85 to 

90ºC. 

 

You also need to add 30 to 35% to a calculated 

system load to take into account the F&A rating 

CORRECTLY SIZING A STEAM BOILER 
– WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW?

“The correct selection of a steam boiler output is critical to its 
operation, efficiency and performance” Carl Knight, Fulton Ltd

and general system losses from pipework and 

blowdown. 

 

Taking all this into consideration – and to quote an 

example – if your process requires a system load of 

154kg/h, you will require a boiler rating of 208kg/h 

F&A 100ºC. That’s equivalent to a Fulton 15J vertical 

steam boiler!

Fulton Limited, Fernhurst Road

Bristol, BS5 7FG, UK

 T: +44 (0)117 972 3322

E: sales@futlon.co.uk

W: www.fulton.co.uk
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To accompany the Generator, CERTUSS also offer their CVE Package Plant 

Module, where all of the associated ancillary items are pre-piped, pre-wired and 

factory tested. 

Fuel types offered are Gas, Light Oil, LPG and Bio Fuel, with combination 

burners offered on all units from 500kg/hr upwards. Also available are a range of 

Electrical Steam Generators from 6kW to 120kW.

CERTUSS also offer a new “TC Model” with touch screen control and full 

modulation from 50-100% firing. The TC offers output ranges from 500-2000kg/

hr and is compatible with many BMS interface provisions such as Profibus and 

Modbus etc.

Image right:  shows a photo of 2 x 

500kg/hr SC Model Generators and 

Package Plant Module, with Duplex 

water softener on a 24 x 7 Duty/stand-

by operation.

All CERTUSS Steam Generators are type tested 
according to European Pressure Equipment 
Guideline DGRL 97/23/EG.

CERTUSS offer seven construction groups within their range 
of fossil fuel Generators with outputs ranging from 80kg/hr to 
2000kg/hr and operating pressures of up to 32 Bar G. 

Visit: www.certuss.co.uk Email: sales@certuss.co.uk
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A long standing customer, Vacu-Lug has operated 

three Babcock Wanson dual fuel VPX 2000RR 

Steam Generators from 1989 as part of its curing 

process for retreading tyres; the tyres are used 

for applications varying from delivery vans up to 

large earth moving dumper vehicles.  The Babcock 

Wanson Generators have retained their original 

coils for 25 years - a testament to the quality of the 

equipment and the water treatment regime carried 

out by Vacu-Lug’s maintenance department.

With the VPX-RR units reaching the end of their 

working life and with the opportunity to make 

considerable energy savings, Vacu-Lug has opted to 

update its steam rasing equipment by installing two 

Babcock Wanson gas fired vertical ESM2000.  

A coil type Steam Generator, the ESM2000 

provides high operating efficiency coupled with low 

emissions.  It utilises modern controls to maintain 

a close ratio between the burner firing rate and 

water input, whilst its variable speed drives for the 

fan and feed water pump enable the unit to stay on 

load while closely matching process demand.  This 

ensures the lowest practicable consumption of both 

fuel and electrical power.  

Both ESM2000s at Vacu-Lug have been fitted 

with economisers to allow the feedwater to collect 

heat from the waste flue gases prior to entering 

the steam generator.  In addition to equipment 

supply, Babcock Wanson helped Vacu-Lug with the 

upgrade of its water softening and TDS monitoring 

systems.

Peter Connolly, Production Engineer at Vacu-Lug, 

is pleased with the performance of his Babcock 

Wanson Steam Generator: “The ESM 2000 

installation, together with an ongoing programme of 

process plant lagging and steam trap maintenance, 

has enabled us to significantly reduce our gas usage 

and cushion the company against rising gas prices.”

With many manufacturers moving from steam to 

thermal fluid heating, Peter explains his company’s 

decision to remain with this heat raising technology: 

“The curing process is a critical element of the 

retread process and requires three variables – 

heat, pressure and time.  Steam provides the heat 

element of this process. The steam generators have 

proven to be reliable items of plant.”

“Since Vacu-Lug is able to process a wide range 

of tyres from those that fit onto delivery vans up 

to very large tyres which can be as large as a 

delivery van, the curing process can lead to a highly 

variable steam demand.  We have found that steam 

generators can react to variable steam demands as 

they can very quickly proceed from standby through 

to steam generation within minutes.” 

With Babcock Wanson’s ESM2000 this is further 

enhanced through its quick Autostart facility, 

enabling a standby Generator to be brought on line 

in a very short timeframe if steam demand requires 

it.  

Babcock Wanson offers a complete range of 

products and services for boiler houses and other 

process heating needs, from steam boilers, thermal 

fluid heaters, rapid steam generators and hot water 

boilers to VOC and odour treatment by thermal 

oxidation, water treatment or process air heating 

solutions.  The company aims to help optimise 

customer’s energy production with high quality 

products and efficient service.

Babcock Wanson Treads Carefully... 
Retreading Tyre Company Installs Babcock Wanson Steam Generator

Retreading tyre specialist Vacu-Lug has installed a second 

Babcock Wanson ESM2000 Steam Generator complete 

with flue gas economiser to serve its curing process.

For more information, please contact 

Babcock Wanson on 0208 9537111 or 

info@babcock-wanson.co.uk or go to:

www.babcock-wanson.co.uk
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Outputs have now been increased up to 12MW 

following the introduction of the models 1000 and 

1200. These new models build on the popular 

features of the well-established R Series with key 

advances in power output control and ventilation. 

Suitable for gas, light oil or dual fuel application, 

advanced combustion technology ensures low NOx 

levels conforming to Class 3 EN 676.

As with the current models in the R Series the 

new burners are available in various control 

configurations. These include modulating operation 

using an electronic cam for closer and more 

repeatable control of the air-fuel ratio, as well as 

options for variable speed drive of the combustion 

air fan motor to reduce energy consumption and 

noise levels. Integration of O2 trim control ensures 

the highest achievable combustion efficiency is 

maintained throughout the modulation range.

Riello extends monobloc burner range to 12MW
Riello has extended its RS-RL-RLS range of 

monobloc low NOx burners.

For further information visit:

www.rielloburners.co.uk
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Steam systems are efficient and reliable. Even so, 

many users are not utilising these valuable assets 

as hard as they might be. Paul Mayoh, Technical 

Manager at Spirax Sarco UK, offers five basic 

strategies that everyone could be applying to 

increase productivity and achieve more ‘bang for 

their buck’.

1. Water treatment

A clean water supply is the basic starting point for 

any efficient steam system. Raw water can contain 

a whole range of impurities that can have a negative 

impact on the performance of steam systems, such 

as dissolved solids and gases, suspended solids 

and scum-forming substances. The damage they 

cause typically falls into three categories: 

•	 Corrosion is the biggest issue with dissolved 

gases, especially oxygen and carbon dioxide in 

the form of carbonic acid. 

•	 Deposits are another challenge and tend to 

build up if the alkalinity of the feedwater is not 

controlled.  

•	 Foaming can be caused by a build-up of total 

dissolved solids (known as TDS) in the boiler. 

If carried over to the boiler, foam can interfere 

with heat transfer and cause waterlogging.

Effective water treatment tackles these problems 

at source. The traditional approach uses water 

softening supplemented by chemical treatment. 

More recently, reverse osmosis (RO) is also 

becoming increasingly popular. RO forces water 

through a semi-permeable membrane to strip out 

nearly all the contaminants. The resulting pure water 

will have had 98-99% of its salts removed.

2. Boiler control

Having the right controls is a crucial ingredient in 

the optimisation of any steam system and can 

deliver major savings, especially in the area of 

boiler blowdown. Boiler blowdown periodically 

ejects water from a boiler to prevent the build-up 

of contaminants in the boiler. It’s essential to deliver 

clean, dry steam, but it’s potentially very wasteful. 

Switching from manual opening of the blowdown 

valves to automatic blowdown controls can deliver a 

rapid return on investment.

 3. Heat transfer

Effective heat transfer is a key driver for almost 

every installation, so using the most efficient heat 

exchangers should therefore be a priority for all 

steam users. 

Traditional shell-and-tube calorifiers used to be the 

workhorses of steam, but plate heat exchangers 

are so much smaller that they typically improve 

energy efficiency by around 6-10% by reducing 

radiation heat losses from their surfaces. The 

plates produce an extremely large surface area 

relative to their physical size and because of the low 

liquid volume they do not generally require annual 

insurance inspections therefore increasing uptime 

and productivity.  

4. Condensate recovery

Next to steam, condensate is the most valuable 

resource available to any steam system operator. 

Condensate contains about 25% of the energy of 

the steam from which it came, which is why most 

steam system operators recognise condensate as 

being a particularly valuable resource. 

Most systems could be achieving a condensate 

recovery rate of 75-80%, so returning condensate 

to the boiler can save thousands of pounds per 

year in energy alone. Using hot condensate to heat 

the boiler feedwater means the boiler has less to 

do in converting the water to steam.  In fact, every 

6°C temperature boost in boiler feed water knocks 

1% off a typical boiler energy bill. What’s more, any 

condensate returned to the boiler feed tank reduces 

the need for blowdown and thus helps to reduce the 

energy lost during the blowdown process.

When it comes to condensate recovery, each steam 

system is different and only a technical assessment 

and cost saving calculation can determine the 

payback of a particular project. However, typically 

the payback is between one and two years, with 

some measures paying for themselves in weeks. 

5. Service and support

Whatever business they’re in, another thing that 

steam system users tend to have in common is that 

steam is not their core area of expertise. Calling in 

specialists to provide service and support for the 

steam system can be the most realistic, cost-

effective way of keeping things running at their 

optimum. 

From steam system audits and water treatment to 

project management and training, there are a wide 

range of support services available from external 

suppliers.

Don’t miss out

Many of the measures described here are low- or 

no-cost, and even those that require a significant 

upfront investment should start delivering benefits in 

the short- or medium-term. Steam system users are 

already sitting on large investments, so productivity 

is really all about making the most of their existing 

assets – and who can afford to miss a trick like that?

Five Top Tips For Maximising Steam System Productivity

Caption: Reverse Osmosis (RO) is becoming an 

increasingly favoured technology for water treatment. 

Westons Cider is saving £42,000 per year with a 

Spirax Sarco Reverse Osmosis System

For further information, contact:

Spirax Sarco UK on 01242 521361 or 

ukenquiries@spiraxsarco.com
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While including all the features of the high-end VT04, 

it is powered by AA batteries offering flexibility to 

technicians who may wish to replace batteries in 

the field.

The Fluke VT04A Visual Infrared (IR) Thermometer 

is a troubleshooting tool with an infrared heat map 

which offers high resolution as well as temperature 

alarms and time-lapse features. The VT04A comes 

with updated firmware that extends battery life by 

offering three screen brightness levels, automatic 

screen dimming after a set period with instantaneous 

override, a configurable automatic time-off capability, 

and the ability to save images in .bmp format. It also 

comes in a more compact, soft carry-case.

The Fluke VT02 / VT04 / VT04A Visual IR 

Thermometers instantly detect problems using 

blended thermal and digital imagery. They will 

display and save images as full visual, full infrared, 

or in three blended modes (25, 50, and 75 percent). 

Markers pinpoint hot and cold spots indicating the 

hottest temperature with a red box and the coldest 

with a blue box. A temperature reading is provided 

at the centre point.

Fluke Visual IR Thermometers fill the gap for when a 

single-spot temperature reading is not enough and 

a high-resolution thermal image is more than users 

need: the one tool combines the visual insight of a 

thermal imager, the visual images of a digital camera, 

and the point-and-shoot convenience of an IR 

thermometer. Using a Fluke Visual IR Thermometer 

is far faster for conducting inspections of electrical, 

industrial, HVAC/R and automotive applications than 

an infrared thermometer, which requires multiple 

readings and manually recorded results.

Compared to the VT02, the Fluke VT04A and 

VT04 offer a wider 28°x28° field of view for 

improved scanning and up-close evaluation and 

four times sharper images. They also feature a Hi/

Lo temperature alarm which enables hot spots to 

be found in seconds, and time-lapse functionality 

which automatically monitors equipment over time 

or automatically captures images after an alarm has 

been triggered. Images are saved to a micro-SD 

card, eliminating the need to write down single or 

multiple measurements.

Affordable, compact, and intuitive, the Fluke Visual 

Infrared Thermometers operate with focus-free 

simplicity, expanding the user base from senior to 

junior technicians and broadening the applications 

for in-house staff as well as creating new business 

opportunities for service contractors. Images can be 

imported into SmartView® analysis and reporting 

software, which is included, to produce professional 

reports that document problems detected, or repairs 

made, for management and customer review.

New lower-price Fluke high resolution Visual 
Infrared Thermometer with AA battery flexibility

Fluke, the global leader in portable electronic test 

and measurement technology, has introduced the 

new Fluke VT04A Visual Infrared Thermometer 

- a lower-priced version of the Fluke VT04 with a 

manufacturer’s recommended price of £495.

More information about all Fluke products 

can be obtained via the Fluke web site at 

www.fluke.co.uk. 
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Calibration

The campaign focuses on the challenging work of 

a field calibration technician and how the right gear 

can make that work much easier and also more 

efficient. 

Being a field calibration technician in the processing 

industry is a tough job: you are under constant 

pressure to be more effective, you need to have 

many skills and carry multiple devices, environmental 

conditions can be challenging and constantly 

changing, and documentation of data takes time 

and is difficult in the field. Having the right gear 

makes the work much easier and also more efficient. 

Raimo Ahola, CEO of Beamex Group explains, “Out 

of more than 2,000 people who have responded 

to our studies on challenges in current calibration 

processes, every other person says he or she would 

like to carry less equipment in the field. According to 

the responses, this is by far the biggest challenge. 

Secondly, more than a third of the respondents 

state that documentation takes too much time and 

almost as many people stated that errors relating to 

documentation of data are too common”. 

Jan-Henrik Svensson, VP Marketing & Sales of 

Beamex Group describes, “Since there are a lot of 

things for a calibration technician to do, you need 

to be more effective all the time. Equipment with 

automated and guided procedures is one solution 

to this challenge. Furthermore, several individual 

applications may be possible to perform with just 

one multifunctional measurement device, which 

means that less equipment needs to be purchased, 

maintained and, ultimately, carried in the field. 

Often a technician needs to use many different 

tools; therefore the ease-of-use is important. If the 

environment is, for instance, dirty, wet, dusty or 

even potentially explosive, you have to consider 

the required classification for the equipment. 

Documenting the calibration work done in the field 

may take a lot of effort and can be prone to error 

if done manually. Using field equipment together 

with software significantly improves the efficiency 

of documentation work and the quality of data. In 

conclusion, many of the challenges field calibration 

technicians have can be overcome by carefully 

planning what kind of gear and equipment a 

technician should have.”

The microsite beamex.com/readyforthefield 

explores the challenges related to the work of a field 

calibration technician and how the right gear and 

equipment make the work much easier and also 

more efficient.

BEAMEX is a leading, worldwide provider of 

calibration solutions that meet even the most 

demanding requirements of process instrumentation. 

Beamex Focuses On Making The Work Of A Field 
Calibration Technician Easier And More Efficient

Beamex focuses on making the work of a field calibration 

technician easier and more efficient by launching a global 

“Ready for the field?” campaign. 

For more information, visit www.beamex.com.
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Intrinsically Safe Measurement Avoids Blasts
Test instruments need to be explosion proof for machinery 

and process applications in hazardous areas

Test instruments is one of the most common types 

of intrinsically safe equipment used, primarily due 

to the fact that testing needs to be carried out 

regularly on machinery and other applications inside 

explosion-risk environments, explains Barry Atkins, 

managing director of independent test equipment 

expert PASS. 

Wikipedia’s article on Intrinsic Safety reveals 

that a measuring instrument certified for use in a 

hazardous area will be designed to operate with low 

voltage and current, and will be designed without 

large capacitors or inductors that could discharge 

in a spark. 

There is a plethora of intrinsically safe instruments 

available to engineers working in hazardous areas, 

including gas leak detectors, laser distance meters, 

true RMS digital multimeters, infrared thermometers, 

thickness gauges, and conventional and thermal 

imaging cameras, as well as standard, pressure and 

loop calibrators. 

When left unchecked invisible gasses like propane, 

hydrogen and methane are easily combustible 

once the gas concentration reaches a certain 

threshold. An intrinsically safe gas leak detector 

such as the Testo 316-EX will detect gasses to a 

resolution of one part per million (1ppm) over a wide 

measurement range. Its flexible measurement probe 

allows testing in hard-to-reach piping. 

Lasers and explosive environments

Laser distance meters work by sending a focused 

laser light out to an area, and measuring the amount 

of time it takes for that laser light to bounce back. 

Lasers and explosive environments do not mix, 

so a laser distance meter needs to be certified for 

safe use by ATEX, IECEX and CSA in Zone 1 IIC 

T4 and Class I Div.1 B, C, D hazardous (explosive) 

environments. 

Safely measuring pipeline and equipment both 

offshore and onshore is a challenge. Aberdeen-

based Apex Tubulars, which claims to be the largest 

independent casing and tubing inspection company 

in Europe, has speeded up measurement with a 

handheld CorDex LaserMeter 3000XP explosion 

proof laser distance meter. 

One might not expect a multimeter to trigger off an 

explosion, but if it is to be used in hazardous areas, 

it must also be certified. This is easier said than done 

because in March 2013, Fluke voluntarily recalled its 

28 II Ex Intrinsically Safe True-rms Digital Multimeters 

shipped between July 1, 2012 and November 30, 

2012. 

Forever the perfectionist, Fluke was concerned that 

however small the risk, the plastic instrument case 

may develop cracks near the screws on the back 

during the life of the product. 

If cracks develop, and if used in an explosive dust 

environment, ingress of conductive dust may cause 

a short circuit that could ignite a dust explosive 

atmosphere surrounding the unit, potentially 

resulting in serious injury or death.

Fluke has had no such issues with its 568EX 

intrinsically safe handheld infrared thermometer. 

Certified for Zone 1 and 2 environments where there 

is a combustion hazard, the 568EX can be used 

safely in areas with petroleum, chemicals, oil and 

gas.

Suitable for a distance up to 50m away, it will 

measure the overall temperature of a targeted 

surface from -40 to 800°C ±1%. It can also perform 

temperature measurements by using a k-type 

thermocouple included in the kit. Additional features 

such as adjustable emissivity and a built-in material 

table complement the built in memory to capture up 

to 99 data points. 

Intrinsically safe thickness gauging

Pipelines located within petrochemical facilities both 

on and offshore represent an ideal environment 

for using ultrasonic testers for basic thickness 

measurement through to corrosion, weld and flaw 

detection. Ultrasonic testers in highly corrosive 

offshore installations can help prevent pipeline 

Above: Types of protection that can be applied to 

test equipment and other intrinsically safe devices
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failures by providing the information required to 

schedule planned maintenance. 

Devices used within these potentially explosive 

atmospheres must comply with legal codes 

designed to prevent explosions. These codes apply 

to ultrasonic testers in the same way as multimeters, 

but with the added complications of the higher 

voltages required to excite the transducers and the 

power generated by the transducers themselves, 

even if disconnected from the pulser/receiver.

The CorDEX Instruments UT5000 intrinsically safe 

thickness gauge measures metal thickness on 

pipelines and fixed equipment within hazardous 

locations. Corrosion mode helps identify spots 

of thinning whilst MultiECHO technology helps to 

improve accuracy on uneven surfaces. 

Echo-Echo functionality allows the UT5000 to take 

thickness readings through protective paint without 

having to remove the coating. The intrinsically safe 

dual-element, 4MHz transducer is adjustable up to 

8Hz with accuracy of ± 0.05mm. 

Something as simple as a camera flash can 

be enough to cause combustion in certain 

environments and so intrinsically safe cameras must 

be used. Intrinsically safe thermal imaging cameras 

are now suitable for carrying out heat evaluation in 

explosion risk environments. 

The CorDEX Instruments ToughPIX II is an ATEX and 

IECEx certified 16 megapixel camera with 16GB 

of built-in memory, 2.7” LCD screen and full strobe 

lighting for low light environments that can be used 

in hazardous vapour areas without the risk of igniting 

the atmosphere. Weighing 900g, it is the lightest 

intrinsically safe camera currently available.  

Calibration

Intrinsically safe calibrators are designed for 

potentially explosive environments, such as oil 

refineries, rigs and processing plants, gas pipelines 

and distribution centres, petrochemical and chemical 

plants, as well as pharmaceutical plants. 

Intrinsically safe calibrators are the only technique 

permitted for Zone 0 environments where explosive 

gas and air mixture is continuously present or 

present for a long time. They can be used for 

calibration of pressure, temperature and electrical 

signals. 

The Beamex MC2-IS intrinsically safe multifunction 

process calibrator connects to almost 20 Beamex 

intrinsically safe pressure modules. Pressure 

applications include gauge pressure measurement, 

absolute pressure measurement with barometric 

option and low differential pressure measurement. 

 

Temperature applications include resistance 

temperature detector (RTD) and thermocouple (TC) 

measurement and simulation. Electrical applications 

include loop supply, current measurement 

and current source or sink with internal and 

external supply, as well as voltage and frequency 

measurement and generation. Additionally it 

provides pulse counting and generation, resistance 

measurement and simulation, and switch sensing. 

Conclusion

Intrinsically safe equipment is generally given what 

is known as an ‘Ex’ rating. As can be seen in the 

table, different types of protection are available for 

explosion-proof equipment. Intrinsic safety is not 

always applicable to a product, and other types 

of protection may also be used as a preventative 

measure. Comprehensive details on this can be 

found at the PASS blog.

For further information, please contact, 

PASS Ltd

Telephone: 0845 365 4050

http://www.pass.co.uk
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Leonova Diamond IS and Leonova Emerald IS are 

built to withstand harsh environmental conditions. 

Heavy industries with intrinsic safety requirements 

such as the refinery, mining or oil and gas industries 

are challenging environments. Assets typically 

are substantial investments placed in remote or 

dangerous locations, making maintenance difficult 

and production downtime extremely costly. The 

wear-and-tear resistance of Leonova makes them 

perfect for these and other demanding industrial 

settings.

Leonova provides a unique combination of 

sophisticated technologies and usability in a single 

measuring device with exceptional analytical power 

and versatility. The instruments comply with the 

strictest IECEx standards and thus can be used in 

extremely explosive atmospheres, including zones 0, 

1 and 2 and gas group I/IIC.

SPM HD and three-channel vibration 

monitoring

The Leonova instruments are uniquely effective 

tools for condition measurement on hazardous 

area equipment. The 

strongest combination of 

measuring techniques 

available provides 

maximum flexibility. 

Leonova Diamond IS 

and Leonova Emerald 

IS are the first portable 

measuring devices to 

come with the SPM 

HD® shock pulse 

measuring technique for 

condition monitoring of rolling 

element bearings in hazardous 

areas. Outperforming traditional 

vibration measurement techniques 

on many applications, the SPM 

HD method is unrivalled in its 

ability to measure in the entire 

1-20,000 RPM range. The 

perfect companion to vibration 

analysis, SPM HD can be used 

successfully on all types of 

machinery with rolling element 

bearings.

SPM Instrument releases cutting-edge portable 
instruments for extreme EX zones

SPM Instrument, The leading provider of condition monitoring 

technology, now announces the launch of Leonova Diamond® 

IS and Leonova Emerald® IS. IECEx and ATEX certified, 

these new arrivals from SPM provide sophisticated condition 

monitoring capabilities for potentially explosive industrial 

environments, including zones 0, 1 and 2.

Leonova Diamond is also the first ATEX/IECEx 

certified instrument to offer three truly parallel 

vibration channels enabling advanced vibration 

analysis (40 KHz, 25,600 lines) and balancing. Both 

instruments use supreme HD Order Tracking for 

shock pulse and vibration measurement to provide 

crystal clear measuring results also on variable 

speed equipment. 

Lightweight and ergonomic with TFT-LCD 

color screen

The instruments are easy to use and operate. 

Compact, lightweight and ergonomic, they have the 

added convenience of a large, high-resolution TFT-

LCD color screen. USB communication interface 

enables efficient configuration and data transfer. 

An uncompromising choice of components and 

materials guarantees long-lasting and trouble-free 

operation in adverse conditions. 

Leonova provides reliable, comprehensible and 

actionable information – right at the point of 

measurement. State-of-the-art digital instrument 

technology and optimal performance utilization 

enables very rapid data acquisition and processing 

while maintaining excellent measurement accuracy. 

Upon completed measurement, the instruments 

instantly display condition evaluation on an intuitive 

green-yellow-red scale. 

Stan Jackson, Managing Director of SPM Instrument 

UK: “We consistently strive to develop and deliver 

superior condition monitoring products to the world’s 

industries. Leonova Diamond IS and Leonova 

Emerald IS are results of this dedicated work. Our 

R&D department has engineered two leading-

edge instruments that will enhance the possibilities 

for maintenance engineers to practice advanced 

condition monitoring in hazardous areas.”

Visit us at at Plant and Asset Management 

2014 at stand P132.  

SPM Instrument

Tel +44 1706 835 331 

info@spminstrument.co.uk

www.spminstrument.co.uk
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For more information, visit FLIR’s web site at:

www.FLIR.com.

They are ideal for quick and easy troubleshooting 

but they are not best suited to every task. Where 

clear visual evidence of thermal difference is needed 

in mission or process critical application, a camera 

that has a thermal sensitivity of no less than 30mK 

is essential.  

Indeed a Dutch company specialising in electrical 

inspection provides a good illustration. It recently 

won a contract from the Danish cargo airline, 

Star Air, on the strength of its camera’s ability 

to see thermal anomalies in considerable detail. 

The customer knew that thermal imaging had the 

potential to speed up pre- and post flight inspections 

but it needed to be sure that the technology was 

sufficiently sensitive to detect the early signs of an 

electrical fault.

Swift but thorough

Aircraft cockpit inspections comprise a wide 

range of routines that need to ensure the safety of 

passengers and crew during a flight.  Whilst this 

work is vital however, aircraft time on the ground 

is costly.  Star Air was therefore very interested 

in a solution proposed by Thermografisch & 

Adviesbureau Uden BV to use thermal imaging as a 

way of speeding up electrical inspection without any 

compromise on accuracy and reliability.

“We have a long history of industrial electrical 

inspection using FLIR thermal imaging cameras 

and we had also used the technology for inspecting 

the composite fabric of aircraft for signs of water 

ingress,” explained Ralf Grispen, the company’s 

owner. “But the customer wanted to be certain of its 

capability in the cockpit.”

The trial inspection on the cockpit of a Boeing 767-

200 freight aircraft was a success. The inspection 

team used a FLIR P640 thermal imaging camera for 

the job and it immediately provided thermal evidence 

of an initial defect in a resistor.

This aircraft model came into service in 1982 and as 

such its reliability can be greatly enhanced by routine 

inspection. Thermal imaging was therefore a perfect 

fit for the preventative maintenance programme for 

the aircraft as it allows detailed inspections to be 

performed quickly and cost efficiently.

“Thermal imaging has proved great for cockpit 

inspection, because it gives us an instant and 

accurate view of the condition of our aircraft 

systems,” commented Carsten Holm, Technical 

Vice President, Star Air. “We do everything in our 

power to guarantee that all equipment is operating 

optimally and safely.  FLIR thermal imaging is helping 

us to achieve that.”

Top of the range

The FLIR P640 used for this application has the 

largest detector available in portable, off-the-shelf 

thermal imaging cameras.  It has a 640 x 480 array 

which guarantees greater temperature measurement 

accuracy, particularly for small objects.  And for 

the professional thermographer this means clear 

practical benefits. 

This capability is also important from a safety 

perspective.  A more powerful camera allows an 

image to be seen in far greater detail over distance, 

an important credential for the safe thermal 

inspection of high voltage lines and substations.  

Interchangeable optics is another factor in this 

regard.  A seven degree lens for example provides 

almost 3.5 times magnification to a 24 degree lens 

making it ideal for applications such as overhead 

power line inspection.

Thermal imaging is a great preventative maintenance 

tool, whatever the application but it definitely isn’t 

a case of ‘one size fits all’.  The low end thermal 

imaging cameras are great for detecting general 

hotspots but if the application needs a high level of 

thermal detail and image clarity, a professional model 

is the best option.

Thermal Imaging Spots Cockpit Electrical Faults
Today, even low cost, entry-level thermal imaging 
cameras are surprisingly smart.
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